
44  DARIOLE s a small cylindrical mould used in cooking [n ‑S]
45  ADONISE· ds to adorn (oneself), also ADONIZE [v ADONISED, ADONISING, ADONISES]
46  ANODISE drs to give a protective coat, also ANODIZE [v ANODISED, ANODISING, ANODISES]
47  SODAINE· (obsolete) sudden, also SODAIN [adj]
48  RADIOES RADIO, to transmit by radio [v]
49  ROADIES· ROADIE, a person who works for travelling entertainers [n]
50  SOREDIA l SOREDIUM, a reproductive body in lichens [n]
51  IODATES· IODATE, to treat with iodine, also IODINATE, IODIZE [v]
52  TOADIES TOADY, to fawn on or flatter [v]
53  ANISOLE s a colourless liquid ether [n ‑S]
54 ·ISOLATE ds to set apart from others [v ISOLATED, ISOLATING, ISOLATES]
55  INERTIA els the tendency of a body to resist acceleration [n INERTIAS or INERTIAE]
56  TORNADE s a storm with very strong whirling winds, also TORNADO [n ‑S]
57 ·ATONERS· ATONER, one who atones [n]
58  SANTERO s (Spanish) a priest of santeria, a Caribbean religion [n ‑S]
59  SENATOR s a member of a senate [n ‑S]
60 ·TREASON s betrayal of one's country [n ‑S]
61  OUTEARN s to surpass in earning [v ‑ED, ‑ING, ‑S]
62  RETINOL s a liquid hydrocarbon [n ‑S]
63  NORITES· NORITE, a type of rock, a gabbro with rhombic pyroxine [n]
64 ·OESTRIN s an estrogen, also ESTRIN, ESTRONE, OESTRONE [n ‑S]
65  ORIENTS· ORIENT, to determine the position of, relatively to fixed or known directions, also

ORIENTATE [v]
66 ·STONIER STONY, of or like stone, also STONEY [adj]
67  TERSION s the act of wiping [n ‑S]
68  TRIONES (Latin) the seven stars of the Plough [n]
69  ROUTINE s regular [adj ROUTINELY]

a regular course of procedure [n ‑S]
70  ALIENER s one that transfers property [n ‑S]
71  LINEATE d marked with lines, also LINEATED [adj]
72  ATELIER s an artist's studio [n ‑S]
73  REALTIE s (Milton) sincerity, honesty [n ‑S]
74  ETESIAN s a NW wind that recurs annually in the summer in the eastern part of the

Mediterranean Sea [n ‑S]
75  AERIEST· AERY, airy [adj]
76  SERIATE ds arranged in a series or rows [adj SERIATELY]

to arrange in rows [v SERIATED, SERIATING, SERIATES]
77  AERADIO s a Canadian radio service for pilots [n ‑S]
78 ·AEOLIAN pertaining to the wind [adj]
79  OLEARIA s a genus of evergreen shrubs [n ‑S]
80 v ·ENATION s an outgrowth [n ‑S]
81  GRANITE s a highly felsic igneous rock [n ‑S]
82 ·GRATINE· e (French) cooked or served au gratin, also GRATINEE [adj]
83  INGRATE s (archaic) ungrateful [adj INGRATELY]

an ungrateful person [n ‑S]
84  TANGIER· TANGY, having a fresh or sharp taste [adj]
85 s ·TEARING TEAR, to weep [v]
86  TAENIAE· TAENIA, (Latin) a narrow band or hair‑ribbon worn in Greece, also TENIA [n]
87  ARENOSE sandy; containing much sand, also ARENOUS [adj]
88  ROSEATE resembling a rose; overly optimistic [adj ROSEATELY]
89  ORDINEE s one that is being ordained [n ‑S]
90  ELOINER s one who eloins, also ELOIGNER [n ‑S]
91  TROELIE s (Tupi) an Amazonian palm tree, aka bussu; its immense leaf, used for thatching, also

TROELY, TROOLIE [n ‑S]
92  EROTISE ds to give a sexual meaning to, also EROTIZE [v EROTISED, EROTISING, EROTISES]
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93  NIOBATE s a salt of niobium [n ‑S]
94 t  ACONITE s a poisonous herb, the monkshood or wolfsbane plant, also ACONITUM [n ‑S]
95 ·ANOETIC of or pertaining to anoesis, consciousness with sensation but without thought [adj]
96  EROTICA· ls (Latin) erotic books, art etc. [n ‑S]
97  MORAINE s an accumulation of debris deposited by a glacier [n ‑S]
98  ROMAINE s (French) a type of lettuce [n ‑S]
99  AMNIOTE s a vertebrate that develops an amnion during the embryonic stage [n ‑S]

100  GODETIA s any plant of an American genus, closely related to the evening primrose [n ‑S]
101  AGONIES AGONY, extreme suffering [n]
102  AGONISE ds to suffer agony, also AGONIZE [v AGONISED, AGONISING, AGONISES]
103  GOATIES t GOATY, a goatee beard, also GOATEE [n]
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